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Methods

Preprocessing
Before we can cluster, we must process a corpus to remove irrelevant 
information and to convert the corpus into a usable format. 
Examples of preprocessing include:

 Extracting event mentions: for corpora that consist of running 
text, the events must first be identified and extracted. 

 Lemmatization: converting a word form into its basic form. (e.g. 
eat, eats, eating, ate → eat)

 Frequency cutoffs: remove tuples that contain words that occur 
fewer times than a given frequency

 Removing auxiliaries (could, should, would) and modifiers 

(adjectives, adverbs, demonstratives)

Example of lemmatization and removing modifiers:
“the yellow dog chased the cats” → “dog chase cat”

After preprocessing the corpus, our team members compute the 
vector spaces that are used in clustering.

Clustering
Clustering is the process of grouping tuples such that the tuples in 
one cluster are more similar to each other than to those in other 
clusters. We use two types of clustering: hard and soft. In hard 

clustering, tuples only have membership to one cluster. In soft 

clustering, a tuple has fractional membership to every cluster. 

We use two forms of hard clustering:
•Markov clustering (MCL)

•Spherical k-means clustering

We also use two forms of soft clustering:

•Random walk on existing MCL clustering
•Spherical c-means clustering

Abstract

There is evidence that in processing sentences, people use their real-
world knowledge about how events unfold, including what 
participants an event typically has, and which events follow other 
events. Our research takes event-based approaches to problems in 
computational semantics, or automatic natural language 
understanding, that traditionally use single-word-based approaches, 
such as determining word similarity. 

In our research, the first task is to determine the similarity of events 
computationally. To do so, we process large bodies of text to extract 
event mentions and context information. Then, our team members 
convert the events to vectors whose components indicate their 
similarity to other events. Using this vector space, we can cluster the 
events, where events in the same cluster may indicate events that 
occur together in a real-world situation. Our research has several 
applications, including determining similarity of words or events and 
event paraphrasing.

Objective

To group events that typically occur together in a real-world situation 
using clustering algorithms.

Background

Computational linguists often use a corpus (pl. corpora), a large body 
of text. For our research, we use corpora such as the British National 
Corpus, Google Books Syntactic N-grams, and Wikipedia.

An event tuple represents an event mention in the corpus. A tuple is 
made up of tokens, or word occurrences. Each token contains 
information about its surface form (the word), its part of speech, and 
its grammatical role. An example of an event tuple:

dog/NN/subj chase/VB/pred cat/NN/obj

At this time, we only consider tuples of length 3. Longer tuples may 
be broken up to capture the same information.

Event tuples can be represented as n-dimensional vectors. The 
dimensions of a vector quantify the similarity of the event to other 
events. The collection of vectors constitutes a vector space. Different 
similarity metrics define different spaces; they may use information 
about the context in which the event appeared, for example. These 
spaces are then used in clustering.

Evaluation

To assess the quality of the data produced by the clustering 
algorithms, we compare the experimental results to a gold standard 
using evaluation metrics. This allows us to quantitatively compare 
human-generated clusters with our own computer-generated clusters.

Examples of evaluation metrics:
•Purity
•Entropy
•Meila information-theoretic measure

Preliminary Results

After clustering the vector space using a clustering algorithm, we get 
clusters of event tuples. For example:

Cluster 0
I/PR/subj want/VB/pred tea/NN/obj
he/PR/subj put/VB/pred kettle/NN/obj

Cluster 1
I/PR/subj visit/VB/pred you/PR/obj
you/PR/subj lose/VB/pred temper/NN/obj
you/PR/subj break/VB/pred heart/NN/obj

When tuples occur in the same cluster, the tuples may represent 
similar events, such as “I want tea” and “I want coffee”.

For other spaces, the event tuples may constitute parts of a larger 
event. For example, the cluster containing the tuples “I want tea” and 
“he put kettle” may constitute the event of having tea. On the other 
hand, the cluster containing the tuples “I visit you”, “you lose 
temper”, and “you break heart” may constitute the plot of a dramatic 
love story.  

Applications
The vectors spaces and clusterings we have created can be used as-is 
to identify typical groups of events. They can also be used in tasks 
such as event paraphrasing and determining word similarity.
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1. Initialize k centroids in 
vector space, k = 3.

2. Assign membership of 
each vector to cluster of 
“closest” centroid.

3. Recalculate centroids to 
be center of cluster.

4. Repeat Steps 2 & 3 for i 
iterations or until 
convergence.
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you want tea

For Markov clustering, think of the vector space as a graph, consisting of nodes and weighted edges

you want coffee you like drink

I make cake


